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Abstract. Pragmatic markers (PMs) are discourse units (words and multiword
expressions) with a weakened referential meaning, which perform a variety of
pragmatic tasks. For example, in English the common PMs are “well”, “you
know”, “I think”, and many others. PMs are integral elements of spoken dis-
course in every language. According to the results obtained from the ORD corpus
of everyday Russian, their share can reach up to 6% of the total number of words
in speech of individual speakers. More than that, in some speech fragments, PMs
may even exceed the share of significant units (i.e., standard words). However,
despite their frequency and usualness, PMs are still poorly understood. Cur-
rent NLP and discourse modeling systems lack information on PMs distribution
and usage, this fact leads to noticeable shortcomings in work of these systems
when they face spontaneous speech of everyday spoken discourse. In this paper
we present top frequency lists of PMs for Russian dialogue and monologue
spoken speech in general, and also for separate sociological groups of informants
(by gender and by age). Our current list of PMs for Russian contains 450 units
which are the variants of 50 main structural types. Besides, we consider the most
frequent functions of PMs in spoken Russian. The presented quantitative data
may be used for improvement of NPL and discourse modeling systems.
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1 Introduction

Pragmatic markers (PMs) are discourse units (words and multiword expressions) with a
weakened referential meaning, which perform a variety of pragmatic tasks [1]. They are
used to express speaker’s attitude to speech content, help to introduce new topics and to
structure the discourse as the whole, provide the speaker time to find the proper word,
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etc. [2]. In earlier papers on spoken discourse, PM were considered within a wider class
of discourse particles or discourse markers [3–7, etc.]. In this paper we adhere to
understanding PM as it was proposed in [8], and the distinction between pragmatic
markers (PMs) and discourse markers (DMs) is presented in [9].

It can be assumed that PMs may be observed in every natural spoken language.
And more than that, they are integral elements of every spoken discourse. For example,
in English the common PMs are “well”, “you know”, “I don’t know”, and many others,
and in Russian the similar PMs are “tak” (“well”), “znaesh” (“you know”), “ne znaju”
(“I don’t know”), etc.

According to the results obtained from the ORD corpus of everyday Russian [10,
11], their share can reach up to 6% of the total number of words in speech of individual
speakers. More than that, in some speech fragments, PMs may even exceed the share of
significant units (i.e., standard words). However, despite their frequency and usualness,
PMs are still poorly understood. Current NLP and discourse modeling systems lack
information on PMs distribution and usage, this fact leads to noticeable shortcomings
in work of these systems when they face spontaneous speech of everyday spoken
discourse [9].

In this paper we present frequency lists of PMs for Russian dialogue and mono-
logue spoken speech in general, and also for separate sociological groups of infor-
mants. Besides, we consider the most frequent functions of PMs in spoken Russian.

2 Research Data

2.1 Dialogue Everyday Speech

For the analysis of dialogue everyday speech, 149 macroepisodes of everyday com-
munication [12] were selected from the ORD corpus, obtained from 98 volunteer
participants. The total sample size is 308905 words. To form a balanced subcorpus, the
representatives of different gender, age and professional groups were included in the
sample, and the information from participants’ psychological tests concerning their
psycho type and temperament was used as well. Moreover, when forming the sample,
different conditions of everyday communication (locus, participants, type of commu-
nication) were taken into account.

As a result, the research subcorpus contains speech samples from participants of
different professional groups—service workers, IT-specialists, representatives of
engineering specialties, “office” workers, representatives of power structures, univer-
sity professors, etc. The presented communicative settings relate to both formal and
informal communication (with colleagues at work, with classmates, friends or parents,
and communication in the family). Among the sample participants are 45 women
(46%) and 53 men (54%). Speakers’ age varies in a wide range (from 17 to 83 years).

2.2 Monologue Speech

For the study of monologue speech, texts of various types, obtained from 34 infor-
mants, were selected from the SAT corpus, known as “Balanced Annotated Text
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Library” [13]. The sample consists of 50128 words. When selecting spoken texts for a
balanced subcorpus, we tried to balance texts reflecting different scenarios of mono-
logue speech generation, as well as speech samples from participants belonging to
different gender, age and professional groups.

The outcome subcorpus contains monologues of 5 communicative scenarios types:
retelling of both narrative and non-narrative texts, description of both narrative and
non-narrative images, and a free story on some definite topic. The sample contains 34
texts of each type, so the sample is balanced, first of all, according to the types of
monologue texts included in it.

The subcorpus presents the monologue speech of informants belonging to two
professional groups—lawyers and doctors (JUR and MED subcorpora), in total there
are 170 monologue texts in the sample. Women predominate among participants, since
the “medical speech” of MED subcorpus was recorded only from women. The sample
of lawyers-participants is gender-balanced: it includes monologues from 8 women and
9 men. In the SAT sample, the age of speakers ranges from 23 to 49 years. The
majority of speakers (22 informants) have a high level of speech competence, 12
informants belong to groups with an average and low level of speech competence.

2.3 Data Annotation

The both subsamples were annotated in ELAN [14] using the scheme described in [9].
Thus, the annotators had to fill in four additional levels: (1) PM, (2) PM function,
(3) speaker’s code, and (4) comments.

For PM annotation the list of Russian PMs containing 450 units being the variants
of 50 main structural types was used. This current list of PMs main structural types is
given in Table 1.

For each PM, its main function was assigned. The list of these functions is the
following [9]:

(1) A—marker-approximator (“tipa”, “kak by”, etc.);
(2) G—boundary marker, including starting, final, and navigational markers (“vot”,

“koroche”, etc.);
(3) D—deictic marker (“vot etot vot”, “vot takoj vot”, etc.);
(4) Z—replacement marker referring to some whole set or its part (“i tak dalee”, “i

vs’o takoe”, “to-sio”), as well as for imitating someone else’s speech (“bla-bla-
bla”);

(5) K—“xeno” marker that introduces someone’s speech (“tipa”, “govorit”, etc.);
(6) M—meta-communicative marker that refers to “communication about commu-

nication” (“znaesh”, “vidish”);
(7) F—“reflexive” marker that expresses reflection on what is said (“tak skazat’”);
(8) R—rhythm-forming marker (“vot”, “tam”, etc.);
(9) C—marker of self-correction (“v smysle”, “vernej”, etc.);

(10) H—hesitation markers (“eto”, “vot”, “tam”, etc.) [9].

Apart from the “pure” types, the “mixed” (or polyfunctional) functions could be
registered (e.g., AG, AGH, GRH, AF, etc.), reflecting the overall polyfunctionality of
PMs, which is very typical in oral speech [6].
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Processing the results of PMs annotation based on corpus material allowed us to
obtain data on the frequency of occurrence of individual pragmatic markers and their
functions, as well as on the dependence of PMs use on speaker’s characteristics. Below
are some of the data obtained.

3 Frequency Lists of Pragmatic Markers in Monologue
and Dialogue Speech

Two top frequency lists of PMs are presented in Tables 2 and 3, which include: the
ranks, the frequency of PMs in absolute numbers, the share of specific PMs from all the
PMs in the sample (in %), and the share of specific PMs from all words in the sample
(ipm). The data presented here were calculated on the subsample of 60000 words for
dialogue speech, and on that of 15000 words for monologue speech.

Table 1. The main structural types of PM in spoken Russian with the number of correspondent
variants

Structural type The number of variants Structural type The number of variants

vot takoj vot 109 tak 5
pyatoe desyatoe 30 tam 5
eto 30 znachit 4
vsyo takoe 25 i to i drugoe 4
eto samoe 18 predstav′ 4
znaesh′ 17 ne znayu 4
takoj 13 da 4
to syo 11 minutu 3
vrode 10 i tak dalee 3
slushaj 9 ili kak ego/eto 6
dumayu 9 sekundu 3
tipa 8 na samom dele 2
smotri 8 i vse dela 2
tak i tak 8 prikin′ 2
ponimaesh′ 8 zaceni 2
predstavlyaesh′ 8 glyan′ 2
boyus′ chto 8 voobshche 2
chto eshchyo 8 zamet′ 2
skazhem 7 vot 2
vidish′ 6 kak by 2
vsyo 6 ili chto 2
ili eshchyo chto-to takoe 6 kak ego 2
govorit 6 koroche 1
kak eto 6 sobstvenno 1
to to 5 kak ih 1
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It is seen from the Tables 2 and 3, that the most commonly used PM in the both
types of Russian speech turned out to be “vot”, which is usually used as a “boundary
marker” (G), a hesitation (H) and rhythm-forming (R) marker. Besides, among the
frequent PMs of both types are “tak”, “tam”, “kak by”, and “nu vot”.

Table 2. The most frequent PMs in Russian dialogue speech

Rank PM Abs.
number

The share (%) of PM among
the other PMs

IPM (to the total
number of tokens)

1 vot 149 14.06 2483
2 tam 117 11.04 1950
3 da 82 7.74 1367
4 govorit 70 6.60 1167
5 kak by 60 5.66 1000
6 eto 44 4.15 733
7 eto samoe 43 4.06 717
8 znaesh′ 41 3.87 683
9 koroche 38 3.58 633
10 tak 36 3.40 600
11 ne znayu 25 2.36 417
12 slushaj 23 2.17 383
13 znachit 21 1.98 350
14 nu vot 21 1.98 350
15 tipa 21 1.98 350
16 ponimaesh′ 19 1.79 317
17 takoj 17 1.60 283
18 vidish′ 11 1.04 183
19 takie 11 1.04 183
20 na samom dele 10 0.94 167
21 etot 9 0.85 150
22 vot takoj vot 7 0.66 117
23 govoryu 7 0.66 117
24 vot eti vot 6 0.57 100
25 dumaju 5 0.49 83

Table 3. The most frequent PMs in Russian monologue speech

Rank PM Abs.
number

The share of PM am.
the other PMs (%)

IPM (to the total
number of tokens)

1 vot 139 51.48 9232
2 znachit 15 5.56 996
3 tak 15 5.56 996
4 tam 13 4.81 863
5 kak by 12 4.44 797

(continued)
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In the top zone of the frequency list for dialogue speech we can also see meta-
communications (M) —“da”, “znaesh”, “ponimaesh”, “vidish”, hesitation markers
(H) “eto”, “eto samoje”, “koroche tak”, the xeno-indicator marker (K) “govorit” (which
is often reduced), and many others. In the monologue speech subsample, the upper
zone of PM frequency list contains mainly different types of boundary markers (G),
which mark the beginning or end of the monologue or are serving as discourse navi-
gators—“vot”/“nu vot”, “znachit tak”, “vsyo”. We should mention the high frequency
of the deictic marker (D) “vot tak vot” as well.

Table 4 presents the lists of most typical PMs for Russian dialogue and monologue
speech types measured in difference of correspondent IPM values. It could be seen
from this table, that the maximum difference is observed for PM “vot”, which occurs
much more often in monologues then in dialogue.

Table 3. (continued)

Rank PM Abs.
number

The share of PM am.
the other PMs (%)

IPM (to the total
number of tokens)

6 nu vot 12 4.44 797
7 vsyo 4 1.48 266
8 i tak dalee 4 1.48 266
9 vot tak vot 3 1.11 199
10 nu tak 3 1.11 199
11 takaya 3 1.11 199
12 takie 3 1.11 199
13 vot eta vot 2 0.74 133
14 da 2 0.74 133
15 kak eto nazyvaetsya 2 0.74 133
16 ya dumayu chto 2 0.74 133
17 v eti 1 0.37 66
18 vot sejchas by vot 1 0.37 66
19 vot takaya vot 1 0.37 66
20 vot takoe vot 1 0.37 66
21 vot eti vot 1 0.37 66
22 vot eto vot 1 0.37 66
23 vot etot vot 1 0.37 66
24 vrode 1 0.37 66
25 vrode by 1 0.37 66

Table 4. The most obvious differences in PMs usage between dialogue and monologue speech

“Dialogue” PMs “Monologue” PMs
Rank PM IPM difference Rank PM IPM difference

1 da −951 1 vot 7262
2 govorit −926 2 znachit 718
3 tam −684 3 tak 520

(continued)
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The research presented in [15] has shown that the differences in the use of PMs
between dialogue and monologue types of speech according to the Mann-Whitney test
can be considered statistically significant.

4 The Functions of Pragmatic Markers in Monologue
and Dialogue Speech

Table 5 presents the top frequency lists of PMs functions in dialogue and monologue
Russian speech (the meanings of the codes were listed above in Sect. 2.3), and in
Table 6 one may see the comparison of PMs functions frequency in these two types of
spoken Russian.

Table 4. (continued)

“Dialogue” PMs “Monologue” PMs
Rank PM IPM difference Rank PM IPM difference

4 eto samoe −569 4 nu vot 519
5 znaesh′ −542 5 i tak dalee 266
6 eto −516 6 nu tak 186
7 koroche −503 7 takaya 159
8 slushaj −304 8 vot tak vot 146
9 tipa −278 9 kak eto nazyvaetsya 120
10 ne znayu −265 10 ya dumayu chto 120

Table 5. The top frequency lists of PMs functions in dialogue and monologue Russian speech

“Dialogue” PMs “Monologue” PMs
Rank PM function IPM Rank PM function IPM

1 H 5283 1 GH 6110
2 M 3317 2 H 4251
3 GH 2417 3 AH 2125
4 K 1717 4 RH 1528
5 RH 1167 5 G 1129
6 AH 867 6 D 332
7 G 550 7 DH 332
8 A 500 8 Z 332
9 N/A 383 9 N/A 266
10 D 333 10 GM 199
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It is seen from Table 5, that in both speech types, PMs of hesitation (H), boundary
markers (G), and deictic markers (D), as well as bifunctional GH, AH, and RH are
rather frequent. In general, it turned out that monofunctional use of PMs in dialogue
speech is significantly higher (68.7%) than in monologue speech (37.4%).

According to Table 6, the most frequent “dialogue” functions are the following:
(1) meta-communicative marker (M), (2) “xeno” marker (K), (3) hesitation marker (H),
and (4) approximator (A). Among the polyfunctional PMs the rhythm-forming function
is a typical component. It should be mentioned that in dialogue speech there occurred
more cases when the experts could not attribute the PM function (N/A).

As for monologue speech, there are comparatively more boundary markers (G),
replacement (Z), and rhythm-forming markers (R) here. Among the polyfunctional
PMs the hesitation function prevails, probably because of the difference in commu-
nication scenarios of the SAT corpus [13].

5 Top Frequency Lists of Russian PMs for Speakers
of Different Gender and Age Groups

This section reflects peculiarities of PMs usage in Russian everyday dialogue speech by
different groups of speakers. Thus, Table 7 presents the top lists of PMs in male and
female speech. In this table, as well as in the following one (Table 8), the numbers refer
to the share of PMs in the correspondent social group.

Table 6. The difference in distribution of PMs functions in dialogue and monologue speech

“Dialogue” PMs “Monologue” PMs
Rank PM function IPM difference Rank PM function IPM difference

1 M 3184 1 GH −3693
2 K 1650 2 AH −1259
3 H 1033 3 G −579
4 A 367 4 RH −361
5 N/A 118 5 DH −282
6 ARH 50 6 FH −199
7 GR 50 7 Z −149
8 GRH 50 8 AF −133
9 AR 34 9 GDM −133
10 KR 33 10 R −99

Table 7. The top frequency lists of PMs in female and male Russian speech

Female speech Male speech
Rank PM % Rank PM %

1 vot 15.92 1 tam 19.24
2 govorit 8.80 2 vot 10.20
3 da 7.40 3 da 8.45

(continued)
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The limited volume of this article does not give us the opportunity to consider in
detail all the differences observed in speech of different social groups, even for the top
zone of frequency lists. However, we should mention high frequency of “tam” and
“koroche” in male speech, whereas “govorit” and “kak by” are more peculiar to female
speech. These results largely coincide with those obtained earlier [16–18]. As for age
variation, “eto samoe” and “ponimaesh’” are mainly used by seniors, whereas “ko-
roche” and “tipa” are more frequent in speech of youth group.

6 Conclusion

This study showed that PMs are indeed the integral elements of Russian spoken dis-
course. In speech of individual speakers, their share can reach up to 6.6% of the total
number of words, and in individual speech fragments it can even exceed the share of
significant units. The most common PM in almost all frequency lists is “vot”, and in
monologue speech, the high frequency of occurrence has shown PM “znachit”.

Table 7. (continued)

Female speech Male speech
Rank PM % Rank PM %

4 tam 7.12 4 koroche 6.12
5 kak by 6.28 5 tak 4.37
6 eto 5.03 6 kak by 4.37
7 eto samoe 4.75 7 tipa 3.21
8 znaesh′ 4.47 8 eto samoe 2.62
9 tak 2.93 9 znaesh′ 2.62
10 koroche 2.37 10 takie 2.33

Table 8. The top frequency lists of PMs in Russian speech of different age groups

Youth group Middle-age
group

Senior group

Rank PM % PM % PM %

1 vot 12.06 tam 15.90 vot 21.77
2 tam 11.36 vot 10.88 eto samoe 8.87
3 da 8.22 govorit 10.04 govorit 6.85
4 kak by 6.99 da 7.53 da 6.85
5 koroche 5.59 kak by 6.69 tam 5.65
6 govorit 5.07 znachit 5.02 eto 5.65
7 znaesh′ 4.02 eto samoe 5.02 znaesh′ 5.24
8 eto 3.67 tak 4.18 tak 4.84
9 ne znayu 3.32 eto 3.35 ponimaesh′ 2.82
10 tipa 3.15 koroche 2.51 nu vot 2.42
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PMs frequency lists analysis showed that we can confidently talk about statistically
significant differences in use of PMs in dialogue and monologue. The most frequent
PMs functions in speech of all groups of informants are metacommunicative,
boundary-marking, and xeno-indicator. Pragmatic markers of these classes are often
multifunctional and implement a number of additional functions.

Finally, the pilot annotation of the corpus data showed the qualitative heterogeneity
of PMs, which manifests itself both in terms of the diversity of functions performed by
them, and in terms of uniqueness of their identification and classification. The pre-
sented quantitative data may be used for improvement of NPL and discourse modeling
systems.
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